Iu this article, w e also consider B lumped parameter model.
I. INTRODUCTION In this anicle, we consider the modeling of the contact between a tire and the ground. This model is part of a larger project in which we model the complete dynamics ofa car Wigure 1). The car model (and the contact model in particular) call be used in the design and simulation of intelligent controllers (e.g. steer-by-wire) that increase the performance, comfortability and safety of the car.
BACKGROUND
In this article. we deal with rigid bodies moving in the liuclidcan spacc, which means we can describe the position and orientation of every body by an element of the nintrix special Euclidean group SE(3). once a reference frame has hecn chosen. As shown for example in [SI and [9] . elements of this group can be reprcscntcd by a honiogerieous niatrix of the form Pip. I. 3D view in ZOeim tZl of ihc WI modcl.
Since both thc tirc and tbc ground are not infinitely stiff, tbc coiitxt between thcsc objects is not'w ideal p i n t contact, but instead there is an area of contilct (we refer to I31 for detailed inlonuation on the dynamics of these types of tire contacts). Furthermore, the objects .lie slightly deformed ;st this area of contact, hut when the contact is hroken, the onginal shape of the objccis is nlniost completely restored.
Even though the contact is not an ideal point contact. we starl lroni tlie description of point contact, and extsnd it to obtain a lnodel of the oompliantconoct. Ideal We can also define a wrench W: (the dual o€ k twist). which describes the generalized forces acting on body a and expressed in frame 9 h r as = [$] where @ denotes the linear force and r: the momentom, acting op the point in the origin of frame 'Db. Tlie dual product of a twist and a wrench (when expressed in the same coordinate frame) is equal to a power flow.
.The concepts of twists and wrenches can be easily visualized in terms of so-cnlled screw bond graphs. These are generaliitions of ordinary bund graphs as defined first by Paynter [11].
We do not discuss the whole screw bond-graph theory here (we refer to [PI, [U], 1131 for the details), but we describe the basic concepts.
In a bond graph, each bond (drawn as a half-arrow) npresetlts the power-flaw caused by two powerconjugate variables: one flow (i.e. a twist) aud one effort (i.e. a wrench). The dual all.connected bonds have the same effort nnd the algebraic sum of the flows of all connected bonds is zero) to build a complete graph of connected bonds. Furthermore, one-port elements can be connected to the graph to repment various ideal physical elements ( R for pure dissipation, C for pure (temporary) storage of potential energy, etc.). Also, two-port elements can be included, l i e a modulated aansformer (represented as MTF), which transforms both the flow and the effort in such a way that the power flowing into the trnnsformer on one side is equal to the power flowing out of the transformer on the other side, hence the MTF is a power-continuous element. at by looking at velacities in get.thti contamforces back, which is what we Want to know for siniulation pkposes.
SPATIAL SPRINGS
In this article, we use a spatialspring to describe the compliant contact. Spatial springs were.fimt inttudttced in 1141 and later used for modeling in [15land. [l] .
A spatial spring is an ideal mechanical element that stores potential energy, in a way that is completely determined by its energy function V in a coordinate free.matter. The spring is connected between two frames (the. hinge frames) and the energy stored in the spring depends on the relative position and orientation of these frames.
If we denote the two hinge frames by PI. nnd PQ., then the 0 frames is described by Hi: and e n .b,represented by For passivity reasonR. the potential energy funciion must have a minimum. We choose tho hinbe frs& in sueh a way, that this The spatial spring.onn be npresented in bond gmph terms by a Celement: the bond represents the.twist Ti:, i.e. the (linear and nngulm) relitive velocity of the hinge frames. and the wrench Wl.,a,, i.e. the forces and torques of the spring acting on the elements attached to the frames 'Plc and 92..
In this work, complete spatial springs will not be necessary. A model of a contact spring.& tlicelydwcribed using a Lie subgroup of SE(3) which is indicated with SE(2) X T(1) [141, [IO]. [la. This Lie sub-group represents all'.the planar Euclidean motions on a plane (SE(2)) together with possible vertical pure translation along the normnl of the.plnne (T(1)).
There are two itnpoltant considerntion concerning SE(2) x product of these two equals the corresponding power flowing tiirough the bond in the direction of the arrow-head Bonds cnn be interconnected by ineans of 1-junctions (where all connected bonds have the same flow and the algebraic sum of the efforts of all connected bonds is zero) and O-junctions (where T(1). First of all this Lie group is NOT unique, but there are many sub-groups of SE(3) with this form which are uniquely characterized ance n direction is chosen. Such a direction can be seen either with an element of a Gauss sphere or as an element of RPa, a projective two dimensional space.
Second, the Lie group S E ( 2 ) and T(1) are completely decoupled and the total Lie sub-group is not a semi-direct product. The first consideration will be essential because this direction can be geomelncally defined based on the gauss maps of the bodies and their elastic properties. The second consideration allows, if neccssary. to consider separately an elastic compression energy:
v, : T(1) -R and a 'shifting' energy V , : S E ( 2 ) -W such that the total contact energy can be defined as:
We will see in Section VI that this can be bener generalised in order to niodel an existing energetic coupling between the two possible motions.
IV. THE BASIC CONCEPT
In this section, we explain the basic concept of using a spatial spring to model compliant contact. In the next section, we derive the corresponding equations. Figure 2 shows the concept of the model: two bodies (the tire and the ground) have collided, and they are now in contact over some area (shown exaggerated in the figure). Due to the collision, the objects are locally deformed near the contact area. We assume the contact to be (pxrialially) elastic, so the deformation is only temporary, and (some of) the kinetic energy that was lost during impact has been stored in the form of potential energy. It is exactly this energy that we want to model with the spatial spring. The encrgy that was lost during collision is modeled with n pure dissipation. At the instant of impact, when the two bodies €us touch at a single point, we attach the spring with both hinge points at the instantaneous contact point to the hodies 1 and 2. Since the hingc points coincide, the spring is initialized with zero energy (by definition), which is obviously the right thing to do, since we cannot create energy from scratch.
After the impact, the objects continue to move, and the surfaces of the objects deform. We model this defomtion in the following way: the hinge-points move with the objects as if the ideal, rigid shapes are maintained and move through each other. Since in reality, the surfaces of the objects change, this means that the hinge points move away from each other. and the spring is charged.
Under the influence of external and contact forces, the objects will swrt to slide and roll over each other, and so the contact area will change. However, we do not want all movement of the bodies to charge the spring: pure rolling of two bodies over each other is not supposed to charge the spring, since no potential energy is stored in that case. On the other hand, when the bodies are sliding over each other (and in this way locally stretching the surfaces), we do want the spring to be charged. so that potential energy is stored.
The problem is that it is not so easy to distinguish between rolling and sliding if the bodies share an area of contact. In case of point contact, it would have been easy: rolling is when one body rotates relative to the other body around an axis in the tangent plane to the surfaces at the contact point, and sliding is in all other circumstances. As explained in Section U. we can completely specify the subgroup of sliding (SE(2) x T(1)) by a single line, or equivalently, by the plane perpendicular to this line. For the case of point contact, this plane is exactly the tangent plane to the surfaces.
In the case of area contact, we cannot simple talk about rhe tangent plane to the surface. However, we can talk about the tangent planes at the hinge points: these are completely specified by the normal vectors to the surfaces, i.e. by the Gauss maps. But, since these tangent planes are not aliped in general, we need to take their average, which is an 'average tangent plane', somewhere in between. The exact position of this plane depends on the relative stiffnesses of the tire and the ground. We then use this average tangent plane to decompose the twist in rolling and sliding. Finally, we use the rolling componcnt of the twist to calculate the motion of the hinge points over the surface, and the sliding component to define the spatial spring.
V. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In this section, we formalize the concept model of the previous section, and take a look at the mathematical parts that constitute the full spatial compliant contact model. We use the scrcw bond graph in Figure 3 to illustrate the relations between the various pam, and to give a framework that can he used to implement the model, e.g. in the modeling package 2Osim [21. which can handle bond graphs.
We assume to have a description of the (un-deformed) surfaces as functions f; : P2 -Si with i = 1,2, which take coordinates ( u t , U,) E Wz and return the corresponding elements of the surfaces Si as poinb expressed in the coordinate frames e;. From these functions. we can compute fi, := $$ and fiu := g, and we CM derive the gauss maps Now consider the bond ph of the contact model. The upper part (right down to TQ' ) IS just the computation of the relative twist, expressed in f m Ql, fixed to boay 1. Then, we use another MTF to express the same twist in frame Qc, which is a time-vaving cwrdinate frame with the origin at the average tangent plane (as defined in the Section IV) and i u z-axis perpendicular to the plane (we explain later how we obtain this frame). Once the twist is expre.ssed in this frame. it is easy to project onto the 4D Lie subalgebra se(2) x t(1) corresponding U, the Lie s u b -p u p SE(2) x T(1) on which the elastic energy function will be delind. the rolling companent (the. part that does not charge the spring) is just the (x,u)-pan of w. This means that the projection matrix P trikes the following simple fom. gauss map g1(u1,w1) , andthelocationoftheplaneisgivenbythe function f 1 ( u t , w l ) .
The locations p1 and pz of both tangent planes (expressed in frame I,) are and the orientations nl and n2 of both tangent planes (expressed in frame I,) are To compute the average plane. we simply take a weighted average of these two, where the weighting depends on the relative compressibility of the bodies. If a body is relatively hard to compress, then the tangent plane is relatively close to that body.
Let k l and kz denote the compressibilities of bodies 1 and 2, respectively. Then the average tangent plane is defined by the position vector and the normal vector where the minus sign is a consequence of the definition of nz as the normal vector pointing outwurd of surface Sz, sa for small deformations. -nz (as opposed to +nz) will be almost in the direction of n 1 and therefore the denominator of the previous equation will never be equal to zero.
We can now compute the transformation matrix Hr as where xc and ye are any oahonormal vectors in the tangent plane, such that ( x~, y, , n, )
defines a right-handed coordinate frame.
Equation 3
gives an expression for the location and orientation of the average tangent plane, once the local coordinates of the hinge points on the undeformed surfaces are known. As discontact area. As said before, this plane will be some average cussed in the previous section, the position of these hinge points is initialized at the contact point when the bodies first come into conlict, and tlic p i n u move over tlie surface if the objecb are rolling over each other.
As discussed in detail in IS], the velocity of the contact points can be computed fmm the rolling velocity of the bodies as which can he rewritten. ignoring the z-components, as where fl, denotes tlie derivative of the mapping f (and similarly glr and y2.) and w:' denotes the angular tolling velocity of body 1 relative to body 2. expressed in coordinate frame Qc.
Once the coordinate frame Q. has been fully determined. we can cnlculotc the 4D velocity T : ' E se(2) x t(1) and also the 4D force E se'(2) x t'(1) cxcxted by the spatial spring. This force has thc following form w h a r inI is the tnrqiie around tbe z-axis of 9,. f= and f, wlicit k, is tlie angular stiffness, k, is a coupling stiffness betwce~t rotittion and translation, kt is the tangential stiffness. and R is the rutstion angle (thc deformation around the z-axis). Note that in thc previous equations, the tangential forces on the plane doalsodepcrtdon theangulartonion0 whichis typicalofprop erly dclined spatial springs.
VI. COUI'I.INO AND ANISOTROPY
Due to the profile of a tire. there are clearly direction dependent stiffncs.es in tlie contact aid funhennore, considering the tangential stifincss iiidependcnt from the compression is not realistic either. since a higher compression usually corresponds to a liiglicr tangential stiffness of the confact. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS A N D FUTURE WORK
In this article, we have used a 4D spatial spring to model the compliant contact between two bodies. The energy stored in this spring represents the elastic potential energy stored physically as the two bodies defutm during contact. As the objects press into each other or stretch tangentially during sliding motion, the spring is charged and applies forces and torques opposing the direction of deformation. If the objects roll over each other, the spring is not charged, but instead the hinge points are moved over the surfaces of the bodies to follow the relative movement of the bodies.
The use of the spatial spring allowed tu consider the contact as one dynamical system. instead of looking at separate directions (three separate translations and one rotation) and considering separate ID springs. The global approach also allowed for easy implementation in terms of bond graphs.
A possible direction for future research could be the modeling of stick-slip contacL This would mean that, once some threshold tangential contact force is reached, the contact is broken (the energy in the spring is lost), and the tire slides freely over the ground. i.e. it slips. Another direction is to use this contact model as a sub-model of a complete car. So instead of one tire, we would have four connected tires. In this case, the bond graph approach will be very useful, since it allows power-consistent interconnection of subsystems.
Finally. an important addition to the model would be the de tection of contacf/no-conhct to be able to initialize the spring at the right moment. 
